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60 lbs Electric Breaker

Work Area
Keep your work area clean and well lit cluttered benches and dark areas invite accidents. Do not operate
power tools in explosive atmospheres, such as in the presence of flammable liquids, gases, or dust. Power
tools create sparks which may ignite the dust or fumes. Keep by-standers, children, and visitors away
while operating a power tool. Distractions can cause you to lose control.

Electrical Safety
Double Insulated tools are equipped with a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other.)  This plug
will fit in a polarized outlet only one way.  If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug.  If it
still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to install a polarized outlet.  Do not change the plug in any
way. Double
Insulation eliminates the need for the three wire grounded power cord and grounded power supply
system.  Before plugging in the tool, be certain the outlet voltage supplied is within the voltage marked on
the nameplate. Do not use “AC only” rated tools with a DC power supply.
Don't expose power tools to rain or wet conditions. Water entering a power tool will increase the risk of
electric shock. Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the tools or pull the plug from an outlet.
Keep cord away from heat, oil, sharp edges or moving parts. Replace damaged cords immediately.
Damaged cords increase the risk of electric shock.
When operating a power tool outside, use an outdoor extension cord marked "W-A" or "W." These cords
are rated for outdoor use and reduce the risk of electric shock.  Refer to “Recommended sizes of
Extension Cords” in the Accessory section of this manual.

Personal Safety
Stay alert, watch what you are doing and use common sense when operating a power tool. Do not use
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tool while tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or medication. A moment of inattention while
operating power tools may result in serious personal injury. Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or
jewelry. Contain long hair. Keep your hair, clothing, and gloves away from moving parts. Loose clothes,
jewelry, or long hair can be caught in moving parts. Keep handles dry, clean and free from oil and grease.
Avoid accidental starting. Be sure switch is “OFF” before plugging in. Carrying tools with your finger on the
switch or plugging in tools that have the switch “ON” invites accidents.
lower tool retainer until you can slide the internal locking steel up to the striker. NOTE: notch on internal
locking steel should always face toward the retainer lever. To lock, raise the tool retainer lever all the way
up as shown in figure 3. NOTE:  The high efficiency available from the rotary hammers can only be
obtained if sharp and undamaged accessories are used.  The "cost" to maintain sharp and undamaged
accessories is more than offset by the "time saved" in operating the tool with sharp accessories.

REMOVING ACCESSORIES
Accessories may be hot after use.  Avoid contact with skin and use proper protective gloves or cloth to
remove.
To remove an accessory, reverse the previous directions. All accessories should be wiped clean after
removing.

PADDLE "ON/OFF" SWITCH
The paddle switch enables the operator to control the switch functions of "ON /OFF". TO  SWITCH  THE
TOOL "ON": Squeeze and hold the paddle lever. TO SWITCH THE TOOL "OFF ":  Release pressure on the
paddle lever. The switch is spring loaded and will return automatically.

INSTALLING ACCESSORIES
Clean the insert shank end of the accessory to remove any debris, then lightly grease with a light oil or
lubricant.  If work is to be done where the accessories are changed frequently and laid in dirt, sand or
concrete dust, it is best not to grease the shank after wiping clean.
To lock standard air steel in place, lower the tool retainer lever all the way down and around the bottom
and raise lever all the way up to the opposite side. To lock, insert air steel up to the striker and lower the
retainer lever around the shank below the accessory collar as shown in figure 2.To lock Bosch internal
locking steel in place, lower tool retainer until you can slide the internal locking steel up to the striker.
NOTE: notch on internal locking steel should always face toward the retainer lever. To lock, raise the tool
retainer lever all the way up as shown in figure 3. NOTE:  The high efficiency available from the rotary
hammers can only be obtained if sharp and undamaged accessories are used.  The "cost" to maintain
sharp and undamaged accessories is more than offset by the "time saved" in operating the tool with sharp
accessories.

REMOVING ACCESSORIES
Accessories may be hot after use.  Avoid contact with skin and use proper protective gloves or cloth to
remove.
To remove an accessory, reverse the previous directions. All accessories should be wiped clean after
removing.
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